Even unconscious, you ought to float.
You will, in a vest that auto-inflates.
wh ite water-sensing
material inside,
has a shelf Iife of three years, but replacement
in use is recommended
every year due to accumulation of humidity and wet conditions, or sooner if
the jackets get really wet. Also be sure
to find the correct re-arming kit for
each brand and model because they
are not all alike and some don't even
have i'ndicators.
While the auto-release systems are
dependable, it's also possible to actiall in this category. Intended purposes vate the CO2 inflation by manually
are in general boating, fishing and jerking the pull-tab. And, if nothing
hunting, all sports in which there is a works, there's an oral inflation tube,
good chance of rescue in open and like those on the Mae West jackets provided on airliners.
rough water situations.
The U.s. Coast Guard has approved
Wear your inflatable PFD like a vest
only specific models to count in a vessel as the outermost garment. Don't wear
inventory! of life.jackets when stowed.
it under any clothing because if acciImportant to note, the Florida Fish dental inflation
were to happen it
and Wildlife Conservation Commission
could cause injury-or
at least lots of
does not recognize any belt-style in- insults. And of course you have to keep
flatable as a legal PFD, regardless of hooks and knives away from preservers
whether it's worn or stowed. On Flori- to prevent puncturing th.f air bladder.
da state waters, on Iy suspender-style
Inflatable
jacket
pricing
begins
inflatables may be counted as PFDs. around $79.99 and can cost as much
For example, models like the Stearns' as $429 depending on models. Repsospenders World Class 38 AS Sentinel utable manufacturers include Stearns,
Series 1231 do not have to be worn to www.stearnsinc.com;
Mustang, www.
count among a vessel's inventory of life mustangsurvival.com and Revere, www.
to name a few.
jackets. Make sure your vessel meets onlinemarine.com,
current state and federal requirements.
Do not get rid of your old foam
All inflatable PFDs require maintePFDs, especially if your boat has alnance. Automatic water-activated
in- ternate areas to store them. If your boat
sports a tower or tall poling platform,
flation systems need proper re-arming
after each use. This means that the get organized and utilize a Kwik Tek Tbag storage pack or similar device that
CO2 cylinder will have to be replaced.
Regular CO2 cylinders are not com-, can be mounted easily while keeping
patible with inflation systems; so you'll
them quick at hand for deployment.
immediately
note the large
need to get are-arm ing kit from the You'll
manufacturer or a local boating supply amount of storage space you can free
up. This storage system goes for $40 to
store. They're typically around $20.
Note that the CO2 may have to be re- $60; www.overtons.com.
Just minutes after putting on one of
placed after a year or so, even if you
have not activated the PFD. The bob- these real comfy PFDs you'll forget
you're even wearing one. Until the day
bin or auto-release device, commonly
~
a yellow plastic housing with a ring of it saves your life.

Cool and comfor{ablel inflatable PFOs
are designed to be worn all day long.
ThePhhssst!,
instanta CO2
you cartridge
hit the goes
water,
off
and you're surrourlded by flotation.
It's real peace of mind, wearing
these new lightweight
inflatable personal flotation devices. The inflatable
PFDs are a lot mor-e comfortable than
traditional
bulky vests, especially in
Florida's year-round warm climate.
And, with the Coast Guard approving many of these devices for use by
fishermen 16 years or older, there's no
reason not to strap one 'on. For anglers
on small boats, or fishing solo, it's really a no-brainer.
Still, there are a few things you should
know about these potential life-savers.
Inflatables such as sospenders, which
look like a pair of suspenders, inflate
via a replaceable CO2 cartridge. If you.
hit the water, a sensor automatically
triggers the inflation; you don't have to
do a thing but start swimming.
Another
benefit,
not often mentioned, is that illflatable PFDs take up
a lot less storage space aboard when
they're stowed.
However, inflatable personal flotation devices are not recommended for
weak or non-swimmers,
and young
children. In fact, users must be at least
16 years old, per Coast Guard regs.
High-speed activities where falls are
likely are also not recommended territory for inflatables. Water skiing, kneeboarding and personal watercraft are
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